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Abstract 
 

The numerical control (NC) program for multi-axis milling depends on the parameters of the tool, in 
particular the radius of the tool. When there is any tool dimensional change due to various reasons, 
the user needs to re-generate the NC program, which is a time consuming procedure. In this article, a 
cutter radius compensation method for multi-axis milling is proposed. It takes a general NC program 
as the input, recovers the normal vectors of the milling surface from the NC program via surface 
reconstruction, and uses these vectors as compensation vectors to realize space cutter radius 
compensation. The algorithm has linear complexity. The compensation algorithm is shown to be very 
effective in reducing the number of undercut points through simulation with the software VERICUT 
and with real milling for real world NC programs. 

 
Keywords: Space cutter radius compensation, shape reconstruction, multi-axis milling, NC milling. 
 
 
1. Introduction 

Multi-axis milling is an important processing method for complex surface manufacturing, which 
has been widely used in industries of aerospace, automobile, steamboat, die-making, etc. The 
numerical control (NC) program for multi-axis milling is usually generated by mapping the tool path 
to the machine-axis movement, which depends on the parameters of the tool, in particular the radius of 
the tool. As a consequence, when the cutter geometry varies due to tool wear or tool change, we need 
to re-generate the NC program with the parameters of the new tool, which is a time consuming 
procedure. In many cases, the user even does not have the original CAD model of NC program, and 
thus impossible to re-generate the NC program for the new tool. Therefore, to find a cutter radius 
compensation (CRC) method which is capable of real-time compensating the cutter variation during 
multi-axis NC milling becomes crucial. 

To achieve CRC, we need to compute a new position for the cutter center such that the cutter 
contact point with the milling surface is still the same for a new cutter with a different radius. The 
basic principle of CRC in 2-axis or 2.5-axis milling is to program the tool path with the given part 
profile, and the NC system calculates the cutter center trajectory with the new cutter radius in 
accordance with a given compensation direction on a 2D plane (left compensation: G41, right 
compensation: G42) as shown in Fig1-a. Nowadays, CRC function in 2-axis and 2.5-axis CNC milling 
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used in contouring milling has been well studied (Bao and Tansel 2000; Chen et al.1992; Bohez 
2002).  

However, the 3D or 5D CRC for multi-axis milling is still a difficult problem. As shown in Fig1-b, 
the tool path in multi-axis ball-end milling is generated in 3D space. The cutter center location (CL) is 
obtained by offsetting the cutter contact (CC) point with the amount of cutter radius along its surface 
normal vector (Bi and Li 2003; Moreton and Durnford 1999). Once the cutter radius R changes, we 
need to compensate the variation of the cutter radius by offsetting the cutter center point along that of 
surface normal vector. Therefore, to know the surface normal vector of each CC point is the key for 
CRC in multi-axis ball-end milling. 

        
       (a)                           (b)            

Fig1. (a) 2D CRC. (b) The CL point is an offset of CC point with the amount of cutter radius R along that of 
surface normal vector n in 3-axis ball-end milling 

 
Unfortunately, the general NC program provides only the CL data as a set of discrete points, the 

CC points and the surface normal vectors are not given in NC program. The CRC thus becomes 
difficult, because we do not know which direction to compensate.  

In this paper, we propose an efficient CRC method for multi-axis milling (see Fig.2).  Firstly, it 
takes the CL data in the NC program as input, based on a coordinate transformation matrix, we obtain 
the cutter trajectory in workpiece coordinate system (WCS). Secondly, the CL surface is reconstructed 
and the normal vector for each CL point on the CL surface is estimated. Thirdly, we show that the 
normal vectors of the CC surface at each CC point can be computed from that of the corresponding 
CL point. Finally, the normal vectors of the CC surface are used as compensation vectors to obtain 
extended NC program which can be used to achieve real-time space CRC. 

 
Fig2. Space cutter radius compensation system 

 
In the method, by taking into the advantage of the distribution of CL data along cutter trajectories, 

the proposed algorithm of shape reconstruction and normal vector computation has a linear complexity 
in terms of the number of CL points in the NC program. Thus, real-time computation is possible. 

We performed extensive experiments with real world NC programs through simulation with the 
software VERICUT and with real NC machine milling. The compensation algorithm is shown to be 
very effective in reducing the number of undercut points. 

Our method also provides a way to restore the machined surface if the CAD model of the 
machines surface is not accessible. This has other applications, such as interference detection and 
manufacturing simulation. 
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We present a shape reconstruction algorithm based 
on 3-axis and 5-axis NC programs in Section 2. The implementation of space CRC is described in 
Section 3. Section 4 discusses the experimental results of shape reconstruction and the CRC 
processing in software Vericut and real NC machine milling. We conclude the paper in Section 5.  

 
2. Shape reconstruction from NC program 

The NC program generation for multi-axis milling is usually implemented in two stages. First, the 
tool paths which indicate the cutter movements in workpiece coordinate system (WCS) are planned in 
pre-processing, which is independent of the machine structure. Second, the NC program is obtained 
based on a specific machine structure and CNC system in post-processing, where the CL data in WCS 
are transformed into corresponding machine-axis movements in the machine coordinate system (MCS) 
(Bohez 2002; Wang et al. 2002; Jayaram et al. 1997).  

In our method, we take the general NC program as input, where the linear interpolation (G01 
code) is mainly concerned. Firstly the CL data extracted from G01 codes in the NC program is 
transformed from MCS to WCS in order to obtain the cutter center trajectories on manufactured 
surface. 

Secondly, we propose a clustering algorithm to construct the adjacent relations between the cutter 
trajectories, and then triangular patches are constructed based on Delaunay Triangulation method 
(Alexa et al. 2003; Eck and Hoppe 1996; Levin 2003). Furthermore, the surface normal vectors of the 
CL surface are effectively estimated by adopting a moving least square (MLS) method (Flynn and Jian 
1989; Chen and Schmitt 1992; Kamberov 2004).  

 
Fig3. The framework of our method 
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Finally, by analyzing the relationship between the CL surface and the CC surface, we deduce the 
surface normal vector of CC surface (the manufactured surface) at each CC point. The surface normals 
at the CC points can be used as the radius compensation vectors to generate extended G01 code which 
is used to implement real-time space CRC in CNC system. The overall procedure is given in Fig3. 
2.1 Transformation matrix from MCS to WCS 

Our goal is to recover the surface normal vector of each CL point on CL surface. However, the CL 
points extracted from G01 codes in NC program are in the MCS. We thus need a transformation 
matrix to transform the coordinates from MCS to WCS. 

The G-code format in 3-axis milling is G01 X_Y_Z_, where X, Y and Z denote the cutter location 
in MCS, and there is only a translation transformation T1 between WCS and MCS. However, in 5-axis 
milling, the G-code is composed of not only cutter location coordinates but also two-axis rotation 
angles, which are dependent on the machine structure. In our case we take the 5-axis machine with 
dual-turntable of A and C as an example. The G-code is thus described as: G01 X_Y_Z_A_C_, where 
C is the workbench rotation angle around the Z-axis and A is the rotation angle around the X-axis. 
Therefore, the transformation consists of the translation transformation T1 and two rotation 
transformations T2 and T3:  
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Let ( ) be the CL data in MCS and ( ) the corresponding data in 
WCS, where denotes the orientation of the tool relatively to workpiece. Then the 
transformation from MCS to WCS for 5-axis milling can be written as follows: 
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So, if the CL point ( ) and the rotation angles A and C are given in the G-code, we can 
restore the CL point ( ) in WCS with reverse matrix  : 
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In the case of 3-axis milling, the CL data in WCS is achieved by Eq.4.  
                       ( ) ( ) 1

10c0c0c T1ZYX1zyx −=                        (4)  

 
Fig4. The cutter center location (CL) points are obtained from 5-axis NC programs of the impeller and David 

sculpture 
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In fact, the CL point in multi-axis NC program is usually the cutter-tip location instead of cutter 
center location, and then the cutter center location  can be calculated by the unit cutter axis 
vector  which is obtained from Eq.2:  

centerCL

)a,a,a(A zyx

                        RACLcenterCL ⋅+=                                  (5) 
As shown in Fig4, we extract the CL data from G01 codes in the NC programs of impeller and 

David sculpture, and by Eq.3 and Eq.5 we can acquire the CL data in WCS. For convinience, the CL 
data refered in the following description is the cutter center location data.  

 
2.2 Shape reconstruction algorithm 

In this section, we will present an efficient algorithm to reconstruct the CL surface from the CL 
points in the 3-axis and 5-axis NC programs. 

 Firstly, the cutter trajectories are extracted by analyzing the distribution of the CL points. Secondly, 
the cutter trajectories are clustered and adjacent relations are created. Finally, triangular patches are 
constructed by using the Delaunay Triangulation method.  
 

2.2.1 Cutter trajectories extraction 

In our method, we consider two kinds of NC programs: 3-axis NC program generated by the 
iso-planar tool path planning and the general 5-axis NC programs. As we will see below that the 
3-axis NC program generated with iso-planar method needs special treatments. 

The iso-planar tool path planning is extensively adopted in three-axis milling due to its robustness 
and simplicity by intersecting a set of parallel vertical planes with the design surface (see Fig5).       

 
Fig5. The cutter location (CL) points in 3-axis milling 

 
It is known that 3-axis milling is usually used for rapid surface milling, such as the wood cut NC 

machine as shown in Fig. 6. In such case, there often exist many straight cutter trajectories as shown in 
Fig6. When the trajectory is a horizontal line, the machine surface is local plane where the Gaussian 
curvature is zero and the normal vector is perpendicular to the CC plane. Therefore, we need only 
consider the CL points on non-horizontal lines. 

Firstly, the adjacent CL points on each sectional-plane are connected by a set of polylines. We can 
determine if the cutter is moving on a horizontal line by considering the depth of the adjacent points. If 
two adjacent CL points have the same depth, and the Euclidean distance between them is larger than 
1.5*St, where St is the step length of milling, we then disconnect the horizontal line segments. In this 
way, the CL points distributed on each sectional-plane are reconstructed as a set of non-horizontal 
sectional lines. For the example shown in Fig 6, which is the 3-axis NC program for a flower vase 
milling, we extract 1848 cutter trajectories from 99103 points. 
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(a) The non-horizontal cutter trajectories extraction 

       
Fig6. (b) Cutter trajectories are extracted from the 3-axis NC program of flower vase milling 

  
The general 5-axis milling is usually adopted for surface finishing, and hence the CL points are 

evenly distributed. As a consequence, we usually do not need to handle horizontal trajectories. In this 
case, we can determine the end of a cutter trajectory if there is one rotation angle reaches the 
maximum. Consider the 5-axis machine with dual-turntable of A and C as an example, where the C 
rotation-axis is the spindle which provides the unlimited rotation of the cutter around the Z-axis in 
space (from -360 to 360). The A rotation-axis provides the cutter rotary around the X-axis and it is 
normally limited from -90 degree to 90 degree (see Fig7-a). In the G-code of the David sculpture (see 
Fig7-b), the maximum angle of A-axis appears alternately, thus the adjacent cutter trajectories can be 
extracted by analyzing the given rotation angle of A in the G-code. As shown in Fig7-c, we extract 
720 cutter trajectories from 60702 CL points in NC program of David sculpture milling. 

 

       
 (a) 5-axis machine configuration   (b) G-code of David sculpture (c) cutter trajectories extraction 

 Fig7. Cutter trajectories extraction from 5-axis NC program of David sculpture milling 
 

To extract the cutter trajectories, we need to traverse the NC program once. As a consequence, the 
procedure costs O (N), where N is the number of CL points in the NC program.   

We use the following data structure Line_Node to record a cutter trajectory (see Fig8). The 
Region_Node points to adjacent cutter trajectories. Line_List is used to save the line segments in the 
algorithm. ArcNode keeps the triangular patch for a CL point during the triangulation process. 
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Meanwhile, we use Span_L to represent the span of each cutter trajectory on the XY-plane in the case 
of 3-axis milling assuming the sectional planes perpendicular to the X-axis. The span of a line segment 
parallel to the Y-axis is represented by the Y-coordinates of the start and end points of the segments, 
which are stored in the min and max nodes. 

  
                   Fig8. The data structure of our reconstruction algorithm 

 
2.2.2 Reconstruction algorithm 

An algorithm will be presented to create the adjacent relations among those cutter trajectories. In 
the case of 5-axis NC programs, the adjacencies among the cutter trajectories can be created as we 
extract them from the G code in sequence. However, in the case of 3-axis NC programs, there exists a 
different number of cutter trajectories in each sectional plane. Therefore, we need a clustering 
algorithm to effectively create appropriate adjacent relations among them.  

We define the cutter trajectory on a sectional plane tΩ as the base line ( ) and the cutter 
trajectory on an adjacent sectional plane

iB

1+Ωt as the target line ( ) (see Fig9). jT

For each base line on the first sectional plane , we start a clustering procedure to find 
an appropriate target line  on the adjacent sectional plane and then cluster them into the same 
region .  

iB )0( =Ω tt

jT 1+Ωt

kRG

In the clustering process, we classify three cases to gradually cluster the target lines into 
appropriate regions:  

 Simple case: If the base line shares the same span with the target line , and there is no other 
line in this span, we then add to the Line_List of base line  as an adjacent line (Fig9-a), and 

 is clustered into the region containing .  

iB jT

jT iB

jT kRG iB

 Divide T-case: If there are more than two base lines ,...)1,0m(B mi =+  which share the span with 
the target line , then we divide to create the adjacent relations with  respectively. Based 
on the distance D between the two adjacent base lines, two cases are considered. If the distance D 
is not larger than

jT jT miB +

δ , ( the thresholdδ  is defined by the average of tool path interval and step 
length), then we divide the target line  at the middle point of the two end points of the two 
target lines (see Fig9-b); otherwise, we divide the target line  responding to and 

as shown in Fig9-c. is clustered as adjacent line of , and a new region 
node is created for  

jT

jT minspanBi >−→

maxspanB 1i >−→+ 1,jT iB

1+kRG 2,jT

 Divide B-case: If the span of the base line  includes several target lines iBL ,...)2,1,0m(T mj =+  
(Fig9-d,e), then we adaptively divide  into sub-lines  and create the adjacency relations 
similar to the preceding case.  

iB miB ,

In the clustering algorithm, we stepwisely check base lines and target lines on each two adjacent 
planes ( and ) to find an appropriate adjacency relationship for the line segments on them. 
Finally, all the cutter trajectories are clustered into regions with adjacency relationship.  

tΩ 1+Ωt
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(a)         (b)            (c)           (d)         (e)    

Fig9. The clustering algorithm 
 

Before giving the algorithm, we introduce two notations. Given sectional lines and , If 
(

iBL jSL

δδ ≤→→−→→≤→→−→→ max)spanTLmaxspanBL(fabs&&min)spanTLminspanBL(fabs jiji ), then we say that the 
two sectional lines share the same span and use the symbol ‘ ～ ’ to denote the fact. If 

, then we say that the span of 
sectional line  is included in that of and use the symbol ‘ ’ to denote the fact. We now give the pseudo 
code of the algorithm. 

min)spanTLmaxspanBL&(&min)spanTLminspanBL( j1iji →→>→→→→>→→ +

iBL jTL ⊂

 
Clustering Algorithm  

Input: Section planes containing sectional lines. tΩ )1,...,1,0( −= Tt

Output: Regions that contain sectional lines which are adjacent to each other. 
 
For each sectional plane from left to the right, do the following: tΩ )1,...,1,0( −= Tt

Create a region  containing the first line segment in 0RG 0Ω . 

Let  and  be the first line segments on  and respectively. )0( =iiB )0( =jjT tΩ 1+Ωt

Consider the following cases:  
1.  If ～  {   // Do (simple_case) (see Fig9-a) iB( )jT

Add line node  to the region containing the base line . jT kRG iB

Create the adjacency relation for and  iB jT

;_ iBlineListkRG =>− jTlinenextiB =>− _ ; 

1;1 +=+= jTjTiBiB ; Goto step1; 

} 
2. Else if    {  //Do (Divide T-case) spanB( i → ⊂ max)spanTj →→

        Let be the next line segment on . 1+iB tΩ

If  (see Fig9-b) )max)(min)1( δ<→→−→→+ spaniBspaniB

{ 
Divide into two lines  and  at point jT 1,jT 2,jT 2/max)1min( →→+−→→ spaniBspaniB . 

Create the adjacency relations for and ; iB 1,jT

);(;1,_ kRGiBLjTlinenextiB ∈=>−  

;1+= iBiB ;2,jTjT = Goto step1;  

}  
Else (see Fig9-c) 
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{ 
Divide into three line segments , and  at points 

 ;
jT 1,jT 2,jT 3,jT

minspanBi →→ maxspanB 1i →→+ ; 
Create the adjacency relations for and ; iB 1,jT

);(;1,_ kRGiBLjTlinenextiB ∈=>−  

Create a new region whose starting line segment is  2,jT

;2,_1 jTlineListkRG =>−+  

;1+= iBiB ;3,jTjT = Goto step1;  

} 
Endif 

  Endif 
3. Else If  {  //Do (Divide B-case) spanT( j → ⊂ )spanBi →

 Let be the next line segment in . 1+jT
1+Ωt

If    (see Fig9-d) )max)1min( δ<→→+−→→ spanjTspanjT

{ 
Divide into two lines and  at point ; iB 1,iB 2,iB 2/max)1min( →→+−→→ spanjTspanjT

Create the adjacency relations for and ; 1,iB jT

);RGBL(;Tline_nextB k1,ij1,i ∈=>−  

;2,iBiB = ;1+= jTjT Goto step1;  

}  
Else (see Fig9-e) 
{ 

Divide  into three line segments , , and at points ,iB 1,iB 2,iB 3,iB min→→ spanjT max1 →→+ spanjT ; 

Create the adjacency relations for and ; 1,iB jT

);RGBL(;Tline_nextB k1,ij1,i ∈=>−  

;3,iBiB = ;1+= jTjT Goto step1; 

} 
Endif 
} 

Endif 
Endif 
 
4. If (i>=L || j>=L) t=t+1; Goto step1;  // if the lines on current planes andtΩ 1t+Ω  are all checked, we start checking 

line segments from next two adjacent planes. L is the number of line segments on plane. 
5. If (t>=T) Goto step 6; // T is the number of sectional planes. 
6. End 

 
Since we only consider sectional lines in sequence on each two adjacent vertical planes, the 

procedure of the clustering algorithm costs O (m) where m is the number of extracted sectional lines.   
 

2.2.3 Triangular mesh and normal vector computation 

Liang and Lin (2002) presented a method to add line segments between two trajectories by 
computing a formula based on the number of points on each trajectory.  However, this method is not 
able to avoid the long thin triangles (see Fig10-a).  

Quality mesh generations should guarantee nice measurement of the shape. The Delaunay 
triangulation achieves fair triangles based on minimum maximum dihedral angle criterion and the rule 
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of minimum angle between normal vectors. We thus adopt the Delaunay triangulation to create line 
connections between each pair of adjacent cutter trajectories. 

  
(a) Liang and Lin (2002)                   (b) Delaunay Triangulation 

Fig10. Results based on Liang and Lin’s method   and Delaunay Triangulation method (DTM) 
 

As shown in Fig 10-b, for two adjacent cutter trajectories, four vertices are used as 
two beginning vertices on each trajectory. There are two kinds of triangulation by adding diagonal 
line

)2,1,2,1( VtVtVbVbΦ

21VtVb or 21VbVt . The angles (α, β, γ and θ) for two triangulations are computed respectively. If the 
angle α+β is larger than γ+θ, the diagonal line 21VtVb is added; otherwise, a diagonal line 21VbVt is 
inserted.  

 
Fig11. Triangle mesh construction from CL-Data of flower vase and David sculpture 

 

In order to optimize the triangle mesh, we further adopt the rule of minimum angle between 
normal vectors. Firstly, we calculate the normal vectors (

43

43
2
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1 ee

een,
ee
een

×
×

=
×
×

= ) of the two triangles 

in different triangulations (see Fig10-b), and the dihedral angles between the two triangles are 
obtained by dot product (i.e. )21arccos( nn ⋅−=πθ ). In order to obtain a flat plane, we will choose the 
triangulation where the dihedral angle between the two triangles are larger. A combination (sum of the 
two kinds of angles) of the two rules is used to find the best result. 
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Finally,  or is constructed. A set of triangles are finally tiled 
between each two adjacent cutter trajectories (see Fig11). 

)3,2,2,1( VtVtVbVbΦ ),,,( 2132 VtVtVbVbΦ

To construct each triangle, we need to compute six angles. During the triangulation process, we 
take advantage of the distribution of CL points along cutter trajectories. As a consequence, the 
procedure costs O (N), where N is the number of the CL points in NC program.  

Based on the achieved neighborhood of each CL point during the triangulation process, we adopt 
the theory of MLS (Flynn and Jian 1989; Chen and Schmitt 1992; Kamberov 2004) to obtain the 
surface normal vectors (see Fig12). The procedure can be described as follows:  

 

         
(a) CL points of impeller (b) reconstructed triangular mesh (c) achieved surface norm vectors (yellow lines)  

Fig12. The surface norm vector estimation of triangular mesh 

 
Input: Triangular mesh of CL points .  s

iiP 1}( =

Output: Surface normal vectors at Ps
iiN 1}( = i.  

(1) Generate the neighborhood of the reference CL point  based on the triangular mesh by 
searching  and . For a point P, we use the points Q such that PQ is the edge of a 
triangle mesh as its neighboring points. It is clear a point has at most eight neighboring points. 

}1}{( s
iiP =

firstarcPi >− nextArcPi >−

(2) Using the least square method to compute the surface normal for the reference point based on its 
neighboring points.  
(3) Output the surface normal vector of each CL point. 
 

Since we already established the adjacency information for the CL points in the triangulation 
procedure, to find the neighboring points for a given CL point costs a constant time. Therefore, the 
geometric parameter estimation in the MLS method avoids the time-consuming procedure of KNN （K 
nearest neighborhood）searching (Chen and Schmitt 1992; Kamberov 2004), and the total computation 
is simply the solving of the least square problem for each CL point. Also the number of points needed 
in the least square computation is at most eight, as mentioned in the algorithm. As a consequence, the 
procedure costs O (N), where N is the number of the CL points in NC program. 
 
3. Space cutter radius compensation  

We propose an efficient approach to the space CRC by extending the G01 code with compensation 
vectors. It consists of three steps: firstly, the normal vector of each CC point is deduced from that of 
the corresponding CL point; secondly, the normal vector of each CC point is used as the compensation 
vector to generate extended G01 code; thirdly, the compensation function is implemented in the CNC 
system to achieve space CRC.  

 
3.1 The deduction of surface normal vector of CC point  

Since ball-end cutter and flat-end cutter are the special circumstances of filleted-end cutter, we 
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then take the filleted-end cutter as a generic shape to analyze the relationship between the surface 
normal vector of CC point and that of CL point.  

 
Fig13. The filleted-end cutter in 3-axis milling 

 
The example in Fig13 shows the filleted-end cutter in 5-axis milling. Its end is composed of a 

flat bottom and the surface of revolution generated by a quarter-circle. The inner radius and outer 
radius are r and R respectively. The CL point is denoted by vector c, and is on the cutter axis. The CC 
point is denoted by vector p. The direction of the cutter axis is denoted by unit vector l. The normal 
direction of the surface under milling at point p is denoted by unit vector n. The foot drawn from p to 
the cutter axis is denoted by vector q. o is the point obtained from p by translating along direction n 
the distance r, and f is the foot drawn from o to the cutter axis. The signed distance from c to f along 
the cutter axis is a constant, and is denoted by h.  

The direction from o to f corresponds to unit vector 
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Now let (c,l) vary by assuming that c = c(u, v) is on a given surface parameterized by u, v. The 
total differentiation of a vector-valued function x is 
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By the definition of normal vectors, we have  
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By differentiating, we get  
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Making inner product with n, we get  
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By differentiating Eq.7, we have  
hdldmrRrdndpdc −−++= )(                            (13) 

Making inner product with n, we get  
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If R = r and h = 0, i.e., the cutter has ballnose end, then dcn ⋅  = 0, and n is the normal vector of 
surface c = c(u,v), that is, the surface normal vector of CC point consistent with that of CL point.  
Alternatively, if , that is, cutter axis is a constant, and it implements 3-axis milling, we reach the 0dl =
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same conclusion. We thus proved the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. In the cases of 3-axis NC milling or ballnose end in 5-axis milling, the unit normal 

vector of the CL surface is the same as that of CC surface at the corresponding point.   
In the general case, by squaring Eq.14, we get 

2)(2)(2)()2).(1(2))(( lndlnrRlnhdldcn ⋅⋅−=−+⋅                  (15) 
It is composed of two equations of degree 4 in n. They together with  suffice to solve n. 
Therefore, the normal vector of the CC surface can always be computed from that of the CL surface. 

12 =n

 
3.2 The implementation of space CRC 

The space CRC function in multi-axis ball-end CNC milling system is to compute the offset 
trajectory of the cutter center in accordance with the variation of the cutter radius. Its essence is to 
offset the CC point according to its surface normal vector (compensation vector) with the amount of 
new cutter radius.  

In Eq.7, c and p are a pair of corresponding CL and CC points, and n is the normal of the CC 
surface at point p. Note that the normal vector n has been computed in Section 3.1. All other 
parameters in Eq.7 are known. We can realize space CRC function as follows. Once the radius of 
cutter varies from R and r to Rn and rn respectively, the new CL point cn is generated by Eq.16.  

mrRrncnc )( Δ−Δ+Δ+=                            (16) 
where . RnRRrnrr −=Δ−=Δ ,

Suppose that the original G01 code is G01 X_Y_Z_A_C_where X, Y and Z are the coordinates of 
the CC point A, C are the two rotation angles. We change the G code to an extended one like G01 
X_Y_Z_A_C_I_J_K_, which also contains the normal vector (I, J, K) of the corresponding CC point 
as shown in Fig 14.  

           
Fig14.  The extended NC program with compensation vectors (I, J, K) 

 
   The space CRC function can be implemented by instruction G45 which is unspecified and belongs 
to the same function group with G41, G42 in CNC systems. G45 can be used with G00, G01, G90, 
G91, F, S, and T together, and the command format is:  

G01 G45 X… Y… Z…A...C... I…J … K…   F … T….        (17)      
Assuming the original tool T01 has radius R and r. After a period of processing or a new

 tool T02 with different radius. The CNC system can automatically modify the CL coordinate 
by calling the compensation function to change tool as T02, without changing the existing proc
edures. For instance, a tool compensation code is as follows: “G01 G45 X12.5 Y71.69 Z-3.83 
A32.678 C101.654 l0.987 J-0.074 K-0.139 F100．T02”, where the new tool T02 is called to co
mpute CL coordinate based on Eq.16.  

We now give the overall procedure of space CRC. Firstly, we extract the CL data from the original 
NC program, transform the coordinate from the MCS and the WCS, and reconstruct the CL surface. 
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Secondly, we compute the normal vector of each CC point and generate the extended G code. When 
the cutter radius varies, we can compute the new CL point by Eq.16. The overall complexity of the 
algorithm is O(N), where N is the number of CL points in the NC program.

We tested the space CRC function in the simulation software Vericut. The NC program for 
3-axis hemisphere milling is generated by using a standard 3mm ball-end cutter; and then we 
simulated the milling procedure by setting a 2.8 mm ball-end cutter. As shown in Fig15-a, there exist 
many undercut points (blue region) as expected. We rerun the program with the extended G code with 
the space CRC function. The simulation with the new NC program is shown in Fig15-b, where much 
less undercut points exist. In Fig15-c, we can see the results from real milling; the tool path trajectory 
on hemisphere surface is rather uneven before CRC, and the machining quality is much improved after 
CRC. More experimental results will be given in Section 4. 

 
(a) The simulation of original NC program (b) the simulation of updated NC program  

               

(c) Before CRC and after CRC in real milling 
Fig15. The simulation of Space CRC for 3-axis hemisphere milling in Vericut and real milling  

 
4. Experimental results 
 

We have implemented our algorithms in C++ with Open inventor as the Graphical User Interface 
on a desktop PC with a 3 GHz P4-CPU and 2 GB RAM. Our program is tested with four practical NC 
programs: the Dragon (Fig. 16, Fig. 17), the Flower Vase (Fig. 6, Fig. 11), the Impeller (Fig. 12), and 
the David sculpture (Fig.4, Fig. 18). 

Fig.16 presents the experimental result of surface reconstruction from the 3-axis NC program of a 
Dragon ball-end milling. 4206 cutter trajectories are extracted from 280137 CL points in the NC 
program and 551112 triangle patches are created based on our reconstruction method. In Table 1, we 
give the running times for our NC programs. These running times are compatible with the complexity 
analysis of our program. 
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  (a) CL points are extracted from NC program of dragon     (b) reconstructed triangle mesh model 
  Fig16. The dragon model is reconstructed from NC program 

 
Table 1:  The performance of our method. 

Models   Extracted   Numbers  Surface    Differential   the rate of reducing 

 (CL points: n) cutter trajectories (m) of triangles    Reconstruction(s) properties estimation (s)      undercut points 
  
 Dragon  4206   551112      60.59s   41.61s    97.31% 

(280137) 
 
Flower Vase 
(99103)  1868   193559        5.43s    22.32s    92.78% 
 
Impeller 
(4935)  20   9652       0.46s    1.26s     98.63% 
 
David 
(60702)  720   118369        1.19s    4.27s     95.41% 

 
In Fig17-d, an NC program of 3-axis dragon milling is originally generated with an F-ball of 3mm; 

when the cutter radius is set to 2.8mm, it generates 4836 undercut points (blue balls). 
 

(a)  There are 4836 undercut points before CRC (b)  There are 130 undercut points after CRC 
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（c） the comparison of the undercut points in 3-axis flower vase milling    

Fig17. The simulation of 3-axis dragon milling with F-ball cutter. 
 

Based on our CRC method, the undercut points are significantly decreased to 130 as shown in Fig17-b. 
Fig17-c has shown the undercut detection results before CRC and after the CRC in 3-axis flower vase 
milling.

In Fig18, the CRC in 5-axis ball-end milling has been tested in Vericut and real milling. The 
standard NC program for the David sculpture milling is originally generated with a 3mm ball-end 
cutter, and then we use a 2.8mm ball-end cutter during the simulation. As shown in Fig18-a (left), 
there exist 11560 undercut points, which mostly appear in the nose and cheek parts. When we update 
the NC program with the obtained compensation vectors and new radius, there exist only 558 undercut 
points remained as shown in Fig19-a (right). It effectively reduced 95% of the undercut points. In 
Fig19-b, we can see the results from real milling. The lip and face parts are rough before CRC and 
much smoother after CRC.  

 

 
(a) Before CRC and after CRC in Vericut (b) Before CRC and after CRC in real milling 

Fig18. The experimental results of 5-axis David sculpture milling in Vericut and real milling 
 

5. Conclusion 
 
Since the cutter radius varies often due to tool wear or tool change, efficient space CRC method is 

required to meet the increasing demand in practice on better product quality and efficient milling. The 
CRC function in 2-axis and 2.5-axis CNC milling used in contouring milling has been well 
implemented by offsetting the cutter center trajectory in accordance with a given direction on a 2D 
plane. However, multi-axis CRC function is still a difficult issue because the conventional NC 
program is not capable of providing the space compensation vectors. 

In this paper, we present an efficient space CRC method which takes general NC programs as input 
and recovers the normal vector of each CL point by reconstructing the surface of the CL points 
efficiently. Furthermore, the normal vectors of CC points can be deduced from that of the CL points, 
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and are used as compensation vectors. The original G01 codes are transformed into extended G01 
codes which allow real-time CRC in the CNC system. We have implemented our CRC method and 
simulated the milling for several real NC programs in the Vericut software. The experimental results 
have shown that our algorithm is robustness and effective. The space CRC method avoids the NC 
program regeneration and tool replacement when there are tool wear and tool dimensional change, and 
thus effectively improves the quality and efficiency for NC milling.   
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